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From the Director: 
We’ve had an extraordinarily busy year, so busy in fact that what should have been the summer edition 
has now become the autumn edition! So busy were we that we ran out of stock trying to keep up with the 
unprecedented demand for our products. And when the dust began to settle, a check of the ‘year to date’ 
sales comparison figures confirmed that we’d not only exceeded all previous records, but broken them by 
a significant margin. For this we are grateful and thank our very loyal customers, old and new, and our 
agents, as it could not happen without your support. Thank you from all at Aquavic Head Office. 
 
As hard as I try to avoid any references to “the weather” it was virtually impossible to begin this edition 
without some reference to this year’s (southern) summer. Talk about a season of contrasts. Back in 
December, the first calendar month of summer, we actually had to run the office heating on a couple of 
occasions, only to switch over to cooling shortly after to counter the run of days of 40+ degree 
temperatures.  It sure reinforces the old saying about Melbourne’s weather, “If you don’t like it, wait 5 
minutes.” Four seasons in one day. Too true to be funny really. 
 
Solar Heating: 
The upside of the run of hot days was that not only did our solar pool heating really came into its own 
during the prolonged hot spell, the family actually spent more time in the company pool this summer than 
they have for many a long year. I’m usually quite reluctant to use the pool but it wasn’t an issue this year. 
And to know the solar heating pump was running completely divorced from the whims and fancies of our 
energy provider’s billing system made total immersion just that much more enjoyable. 
 
& Solar Cooling: 
And whilst on the subject of solar pool heating…! During one of my frequent up-country visits, a 
customer made the comment that the extraordinary spell of hot weather had made their pool so 
uncomfortably hot that a dip in the pool was no longer refreshing. Not surprising with water temperatures 
more akin to those of hot tubs and spas, rather than those of a pool domestic pool - and this was in spite of 
the fact the solar controller had long since achieved its set point and shut down.  
 
For the benefit of those who have had a similar experience, we draw upon (part) of Newton’s Second Law 
of Thermodynamics that basically states “heat always travels from hot to cold” This is also the reason 
why an iceberg melts, rather than gets colder. So, what has this got to do with an overheated swimming 
pool I hear you ask? Simply this. Providing that the night-time ambient temperatures (or daytime for that 
matter) are less than the desired temperature of your pool, running your solar pool heating pump at night 
will cool the pool simply because the solar collector on your roof, which so effectively sucked in the heat 
of the sun during the day, will almost as effectively reject heat at night, and therefore cool the pool in the 
wee small hours of the morning.  
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Too Hot to Handle: 
So hot did the unprotected west-facing rear wall of our workshop become during the heatwave mentioned 
above, that a container of PVC adhesive actually exploded causing the contents to cascade lava-like down 
the wall, completely overwhelming a set of vernier calipers. So completely encapsulated were the calipers 
that it took hours to remove the now-cured adhesive. Well, the instructions did say store in a cool place – 
but nobody reads instructions, do they – and my guesstimation is that the wall temperature would have 
been well in excess of 65 deg.C. 
 
Off The Grid 1: 
As regular readers of this little chat sheet would be aware, our R & D people have for some time been 
working towards a package that would allow customers to take the whole of their pool OTG (Off The 
Grid) and after many months of sourcing suitable equipment suitable for the task, we finally reached the 
stage where we could confidently offer a complete package - pool filtration pump, a pump for the solar 
pool heating, and of course, an ioniser.   
 
We are now pleased to report that a customer in Victoria’s magnificent Goulburn Valley, a customer 
already committed to solar power, decided that the time had come to convert the family’s in-ground salt 
chlorinated pool from 240V AC mains power, to solar-derived DC power. Enviroshop organised 
everything solar related – supply and installation of the PV panels, the MPPT controller, switchboard, and 
the battery pack - and Aquavic rehashed the pipework, installed the two Australian-made brushless DC 
pumps, the ioniser, and the controls. On the basis that one picture is worth a thousand words, read on. 
 
With reference to the photos below: 
 
 Pic: 1 is an overview of the fully tiled in-ground pool and spa, which was built some years ago by 
Mediterranean Pools of Kialla near Shepparton. Note that because the air blower for the spa is rarely used 
these days, it remained on 240V AC for incidental use.  
 
Pic: 2 shows the purpose built plant room which was erected by the owner prior to having the PV panels 
installed on its roof. Almost good enough for a Granny! 
 
Pic: 3 shows the four north-facing PV panels required to run the system and charge the batteries year 
round.  
 
Pic: 4 is the pump and ioniser control panel. The pump’s controllers feature fully programmable digital 
timers and infinitely variable pump speed control. In between the two controllers is one of our “Aqua 
Soleil” low voltage ioniser, also with fully programmable timer.  
 
Pic: 5 shows the two DC brushless motor / pump units and the all-important ioniser flowcell and 
electrodes.  
 
Because water of low conductivity is a feature a low chemical fresh water ionised pool, in an ideal world, 
we would have dumped the highly conductive saline water, but in this instance, after some discussion 
with the owners, it was decided to retain the saline water and gradually replace it via backwashing and 
natural attrition.  
 
Yes, the performance of the ioniser will be affected to some extent by the highly conductive water, but 
regular monitoring of conductivity / TDS levels will ensure that the system is doing what it’s designed to 
do until the conductivity drops to an acceptable level. 
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OTG 2: 
And whilst on the subject of solar power, of interest is that the calculations upon which the sizing of the 
PV panels and batteries for the company pool were based, were pretty well spot on with one unplanned 
exception*  The solar pool heating pump not only ran directly from the two PV panels on our roof, but 
with the excess being used to trickle charge the batteries for the filtration pump cycle. So far, so good. 
The exception was that on several days of high temperatures, the sunlight in our area was diffused to such 
an extent by bushfire smoke that there was insufficient power from the PV panels to run the solar heating 
pump, so the system actually called in the batteries to supplement this much-reduced solar input. I must 
say I hadn’t factored the adverse effect of bushfire smoke that into the equation when sizing the system, 
but with dozens of homes, countless outbuildings, stock and wildlife lost to the fires, let’s hope that it 
doesn’t become a permanent component of future load calculations.  
 
Testing for Copper: 
Ionisers function by releasing minute quantities of copper and silver directly into the pool’s circulatory 
system, and the only practical method of assessing their performance is by measuring the amount of (free) 
copper in your pool water. There are a number of different systems on the market for measuring this all-
important component of your pool, and by far the most popular is dip strips. Up until recently we were 
supplying these strips, but an increase in the number of complaints from disgruntled customers about the 
ambiguities of the colour matching - particularly so about the all-important copper indicator – was the 
most common complaint, and as copper is the only measure of just how hard your ioniser’s working, that 
is of concern.  
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So many complaints did we receive in fact, that we’ve decided to go back to the excellent South- 
Australian-made Aquaspex copper test kits, the very same kits that we offer with our industrial units. 
These colorimetric test kits are about three times the price of dip strips, but they leave you in no doubt 
about the level of copper in your pool, and with about 70 to 80 tests per kit, we believe that they are good 
value for money. Suffice to say that we’ve got plenty in stock. And speaking of water testing, we now 
carry phosphate test kits. If your pool has a habit of turning a solid green virtually overnight, you may 
well have a phosphates problem. Send us a sample or you might like to purchase your own phosphates 
test kit. 
 
Certificate of Analysis: 
Over the years we’ve been involved with many pool installations, most of which are filled from a water 
tanker. Whilst most are drinking-quality town water, there have been a number of instances where the 
quality of the water was less than ideal, and in one classic and very recent example (Pic below) the water 
was so unbelievably bad that it had to be replaced!  Apart from the very real possibility of permanent 
staining of the brand new shell, the obvious health risk is there for all to see. We cannot believe that the 
installer stood by and allowed this to happen. The first couple of litres should have been enough. 
 

Our advice is always to ask for a certificate of analysis BEFORE one drop enters the pool. 
 

 
 

 
 

The Director 
 


